SUMMARY
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, with the liberalization of energy markets, regulation of electricity supply quality has taken on growing interest. Utilities have to assure continuity of supply and voltage quality, in order to meet Authorities rules and customer satisfaction [1] [2] . The detrimental effects of long interruptions affect all customers. Moreover, short interruptions and voltage dips may cause functional problems to many kinds of customers because of the sensitivity of electrical and electronic equipments, such as process controllers, adjustable speed drives, programmable logic controllers, personal computers, etc. The quantification of the damages caused by these disturbances is very important because it allows evaluating the opportunity of adopting local actions to reduce totally or partially the users' sensitivity [3] [4] [5] . Unfortunately, these damages are difficult to estimate because of: i) the random nature of the abovementioned phenomena and ii) the fact that disturbance effects depend on the final user [6] [7] . The use of Power Quality monitors and statistic indicators by itself does not solve the problem. In this paper, a model of an electrical system node is developed extending the homogeneous multi-state Markov process [8] [9] . This extension allows considering the non exponential nature of the recovery time consequent to long and short interruptions as well as to voltage dips. The resulting model, even if apparently complex, allows taking into account the user' sensitivity simply drawing border lines between the states whose effects are relevant and the others. In the following sections, after a brief description of the standard disturbance characterization, the proposed model is presented. Finally, with reference to representative casestudies, the parameter setting is discussed in order to demonstrate the flexibility and the powerfulness of the methodology.
II. DISTURBANCE CHARACTERIZATION
An electrical node behaviour is usually characterized separately in terms of Long Interruptions 1 (LI), Short Interruptions 1 (SI) and Voltage Dips 2 (VD). This characterization is made according to the indexes reported in the Standards [2] . Typical data structures are reported in Table 1 
III. MODELLING
In Fig. 1 
III.A. Structure
In order to solve the aforementioned problem, a fifteen (14+1) states model according to the classes defined in the rows of Tables 1, 2 and 3 has been firstly used. But, in spite of the increased number of states, this model is only able to consider exponential distributed disturbance duration (time to recovery). Unfortunately, the disturbance duration, for each state, can not realistically be considered an exponential random variable.
To solve this problem, the method of stages has been used (see Appendix). It has allowed authors developing different complex, but easy to handle, models. For the sake of brevity, in the following part of the paper, reference is made only to the model consisting of a pure parallel of series stages, represented in Fig. 2 . According to this model, the "OK" state is connected with fourteen states/columns (see rows of Tables 1-3 ).
The parallel columns 1-6 are used to model VD of depth ≤ 30%; the columns 7-8 are used to model VD of depth > 30%; the columns 9-13 are used to model SI and, finally, the last column is used to model LI.
Each column consisting of a series of stages. For example, dl 1 -1 is the number of stages of the first state, DL1 (first column) and dl 6 -dl 5 is the number of stages of the 6-th state, DL6. For the sake of clarity, only the first and the last stage of each state are represented. In Fig. 2 , it is possible to observe two dashed border lines: "A" is representative of users sensitive only to short and long interruptions and "B" of users sensitive to short interruptions with duration greater than 0.5 s and to long interruptions. Each border line separates, for the users they represent, the states that do not cause damage to the users (i.e. those on the left of the border line) from the states that cause damage to the users (i.e. those on the right of the border line). Given the user, the probability to be "up" ("down") can be calculated as the sum of the state probabilities of the states that are on the left (right) of the border line. 
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III.B. Parameter Setting
The experimental data reported in Section II have been used to set all the transition rates, λ (.) and µ (.) as well as the number of stages for each of the fourteen states (columns) of the model in Fig. 2 
where rf i (i=1,2,…,k) are the real relative frequencies reported in Tables 1, 2 and 3 and mf i the corresponding frequencies calculated on the basis of the model. Here and in the following of this section, the subscript "i" is used to make reference to the i-th state on the right side of the border line. Given the structure of the model in Fig 2, the pdf of the timeto-repair is a mixture of the pdfs (5 for border B and 6 for A) of the time spent to traverse each column on the right side of the border line. Each pdf refers to a series of stages, so it is a Special Erlangian distribution of parameters µ i and N i , being N i the number of stages of the i-th state. The mixture can be obtained by:
where k is the number of states on the right side of the border line and w i is a set of weights so that Σ i w i =1. The k value depends on the kind of final user under consideration and can reach the maximum value of 14. The weight w i is the ratio between the transition rate from the State OK to the i-th column and the summation of the transition rates extended to the k states under consideration. The authors' experience has demonstrated that (given the initial setting of the rates λ (.) and µ (.) ) just changing the number of stages, it is not possible to obtain optimal results. Sensible improvements of the solution can be produced introducing some little adjustments of the transition rates λ i and µ i previously calculated. Obviously, these adjustments must be done assuming a constant value for the real "global" MTTR of all the DOWN states and for the MTTF (Mean Time To Failure), which the steady state solution depends on. These MTTR and MTTF can be calculated using the data in Tables 1, 2 Equation (4) allows restoring the MTTR of the model, changed due to the weights adjustment, to the initial real "global" MTTR value.
IV. APPLICATIONS
Two case studies corresponding to the two kinds of users whose sensitivities are represented by the borderlines of Fig.  2 are developed.
IV.A. Case-Study A
Reference is made to users sensitive only to short and long interruptions. First of all, using initial values of the transition rates, a starting set of number of stages for each class has been found. Then, for several adjusted sets of weights, the relative errors between the pdf experimentally obtained and the pdf reproduced by the model have been calculated for each class of interruptions. The resulting best combination of weights and transition rates, heuristically found, are reported in Table 4 . The RMSE is equal to 0.065. 
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Session No 5 Figure 3 reports a comparison between the real pdf of the time-to-repair obtained from Tables 1,2 and 3 and the pdf  reproduced by the model using the values indicated in Table  4 . (Table  4 ). Figure 4 reports the absolute value of the relative errors, class by class, for three different combinations of weights and transition rates all characterized by the number of stages of Table 4 . The RMSE value corresponding to each combination is also reported. After the first calibration, the solution found (TABLE 4) has been compared to other solutions, obtained varying only the number of stages (TABLE 5) . A better solution with RMSE=0.060 has been found. The corresponding absolute values of the relative errors are drawn in Fig.5 . 
IV.B. Case Study B
As done in the previous Sub-section, some simulations have been run for users sensitive to short interruptions with duration greater than 0.5 s and to long interruptions. The resulting best combination of weights and transition rates, heuristically found, are reported in Table 6 . The RMSE is equal to 0.027. Figure 6 reports a comparison between the real pdf of the time-to-repair obtained from Tables 1,2 and 3 and the pdf reproduced by the model using the values reported in Table 6 . (Table 6) . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a model of an electrical system node has been presented. The model has been developed extending the homogeneous multi-state Markov process to take into account the non exponential nature of the recovery time process consequent to long and short interruptions as well as to voltage dips. The resulting model, even if apparently complex, has allowed taking into account the user' sensitivity simply drawing border lines between states whose effects are relevant and the others. By means of the introduced models it is possible: -assessing the economical damages due to interruptions and voltage dips; -evaluating the convenience of local actions to improve reliability and Power Quality.
VII. APPENDIX -Remarks on the Markov Approach and its extension
The Markov approach is based on the fallowing hypothesis: the prediction of the future states of the system, based on the present state alone, does not differ from that formulated on the basis of the whole history of the system (Markov property). Whether this transition probability does not depend on the age of the system (time) the Markov process is called homogeneous. In a homogeneous Markov process the time between successive transactions has an exponential distribution.
In the applications to single two state components in which both time to failure and time-to-repair are exponentially distributed, the failure-repair process can be viewed as a two state homogeneous Markov process. When the random variables time to failure and/or time-torepair can not be assumed exponentially distributed, extensions of the homogeneous Markov process have to be adopted. A simple, but powerful solution consists in dividing a state into sub-states, each being defined as a stage. If two or more exponentially distributed stages are combined, the time spent in the resulting state is non-exponentially distributed.
In particular: -if the N stages (see Fig.7 ) are traversed in a sequential order (series) and have constant and equal transition rate, µ, the time spent to pass through the state is a "Special Erlangian" random variable of parameters µ and N having pdf: 
-if the N (see Fig.8 ) stages are in parallel (i.e.: the state can be traversed by traversing one of its stages) given the transition rates µ i (i=1,2,…,N) of the i-th stage and the probability, w i λ, of traversing the state passing across the i-th stage, the probability density function of the time spent in the state is: 
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